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at Columbia University, 
8th Novemb er 1995. 

- an end which must have been hard to come to terms with, Is the study of 
lateness therefore an elaborate way of regenerating the concept of exile, hauling 
it back from the alarming brink of scholastic closure, and simultaneously 
discovering new energy in an idea presumed to be exhausted? 

Taking the question a step further, is Said's angled focus on exile a Gould
like fusion of the early (experience of exile) and the late (study of last works), 
with the ens uing temporal chaos effectively sto pping the rushing sequentiality 
of time? And finally does exile enable Said to convert metaphorically the 
increasingly scarce resource of time into the slow-motion frame of space, 
thereby turning it into material for art? Proust's madeleine provides his 
narrator with th e first of a series of chance routes into previously unattainable 
memory, Beckett's chessboard establishes the setting for the interminable check 
of the endgame, and Lampedusa's sco rched and intransigent Sicilian land scape 
supplies the geography for a defiant backwardness - with the qualities of the 
three spaces consistently anticipating the subsequent themes developed by the 
authors. So does the inherently spatial idea of exile conjure up the unstable 
coordinates for Said to write his memoir, something he has described as the 
hardest and most gripping thing he has ever worked on? 20 

I put it to him that the idea and experience of exile is in many respects 'late', 
and that it also defines his own 'lateness'. "For reasons having to do with (a) 
my illness, (b) that I'm getting older, I'm very aware of the fact - as I've never 
been before - that I really don't feel at home any place ," he told me. "What is 
left is a kind of sty le of accommodating to thi s fact without being 
accommodated. You are here without being of here. You are here w ithout 
belonging." He pau sed and took a deep breath. 'Tm trying to come to terms 
with that." 

I would like to thank Enrica Balestra for her comments on earlier drafts of this essay. 
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Coyote's Ransom 
Jaune Quick-to-See Smith 

and the Language of Appropriation 

Erin Valentino 

The Europeans were met by native Indian cultures whose.,. values and mores 
(derived from their mythic vision) were in important respects antagonistic to 
those of Europe. Yet between European and Indian there was a fundamental 
bond of sympathy, a mutual recognition of a brotherhood of consciousness 
(or perhaps of unconscious). The whites appreciated and envied what they 
took to be the Indian's ease of life and sexuality, the facility with which he 
adjusted to the land, the fidelity and simplicity with which he worshipped 
his wilderness gods, and the gratification of mind and body such worship 
brought him. The Indian perceived and alternate ly envied and f eared the 
sophistication of white man's religion, customs and technology, which 
seemed at times a threat and at times the logical develo pment of the 
principles of his own society and religion, Each culture view ed the other with 
mixed feelings of attraction and repulsion, sympathy and antipathy. ' 

Richard Slotkin 

It is said that the Human Beings were created when Coyote turned on the 
light; or when Otter brought daubs of earth to the surface of the water to 
form the land; or when Turtle raised its back. That was the beginning of our 
time - of We, the Human Beings, These creation stories draw parallels to 
Adam and Eve in the garden and are just as powerful. 

It is also said that Christopher Columbus' priests gave paper cutouts with 
images of Europeans to the Indians so they could recognize human beings. 2 

Jaune Quick-to-See Smith 
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4 Sharon O'Brien, 'A Legal 
Analy sis of the American 
Indian Religious Freedom 
Act' , in Christopher 
Vecsey (ed), Handbook of 
American Indian Religious 
Freedom, Crossro ad, New 
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Jaune Quick-to-See Smith's statement brings forth complex intersections of 
language, knowledge, power and identity. Her allusion to several traditional 
Native American cosmic creation stories and their protagonists - Coyote, 
Otter and Turtle - offsets the noticeably stereotypical and conjectural 
intercultural paradigm that Richard Slotkin has represented in his text. Both 
Smith and Slotkin compare wes tern European and Native America n religious 
traditions. Despite his attempt to describe a complexi ty of interactions between 
diverse cultures, Slotkin reproduces that simple and age-old conflict between 
savage and civilised, rudimentary and sophisticated, cannibal and Christian. 
His speculative description of a Native American perception of "white man 's 
religion, customs and technology" as either a threat or an advancement of "the 
principles of his own society and religion" reinforces this uncomplicated 
pattern of conflict: a pattern that Gerald Vizenor has termed a "structural 
binary" . 3 

In her statement, which introduced 'We, the Human Beings ' , an exhibition 
that she curated and that travelled throughout the United States in 1992 and 
1993, Smith draws a parallel between two storie s of cosmological origin, that of 
the Judea-Christian tradition, Genesis, and those belonging to several Native 
American culture s, including the Salish: human beings were created, for 
example, when Coyote turned on the light. She also recaps a story about 
Columbus's priests, which is itself a kind of origin story. It is a story of cultural 
and religious redemption , salvation and rescue, where Columbus's priests 
supposedly teach the Indians the only way to be human. In this story, the 
ransom for the seemingly child-like Indians' humanity is a few paper dolls 
representing Europeans, flat cut-outs that, like money, represent the exchange 
for the Indians' return to God from savagery and darkness. This correlation of 
Native American and Judeo-Christian traditions, with the arresting thought 
that Columbus actively schooled the Indians in his notion of their savagery, 
supports Sharon O'Brien's observation about the way that a concept ion like 
Vizenor's 'stru ctural binary' ultimately transubstantiates to United States 
federal and judiciary regulation of Native American relig iou s practices, that 
"Indians have proven most successfu l in protecting their religious practices 
when the courts can compare the tribal practice to a custom in one of the 
dominant religions" .' 

Much of Smith's work deploys and displaces Euro-American historical 
tropes (like the 'structural binary') and stereotypes (like the supe rs titiou s 
savage). Her work often deals with the adver se sociocultural circumstances 
created for Native Amer ican people by the peculiar admixture of church, state 
and commerce known as the US Government. In 1991, for example, Smith 
designed a series of drawings th at seem expressly to respond to Columbus's 
paper doll diplomacy, and th at includes Paper Dolls for a Post Columbian World. 
This drawing expl icitl y inculpates the US Government's self- inter ested 

Paper Dolls for a Post-Columbian World with Ensembles contributed by the US Government, 1991, 
p as te l & p enci l on pa p er, 10 2 x 74 cm. Collection: Bern ice and H aro ld Steinbau m. 

Photo court esy Steinbaum Krauss Gallery. 
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restriction of numerous aspects of Native American cultures: " ... American 
values have been formed partially against Indian culture, sovereignty, and 
religious lifeways." 5 Like much of Smith's work, this drawing illustrates the 
retail ve nding of stereotypical Native American id entit y as a consumer 
commodity. "External and int ernal identity are often best explained by the 
process of naming," Smith has written, "For instance, we Flathead (Tete Plat) 
were named by French trader s who mistakenly identified us as the Indians who 
flatt ened their heads. We never flattened our head s but this misnomer remains. 
Whereas we call ourselves Squelix'u (We, the Human Beings) or Salish (our 
language)." The paper cut -ou t cha racters Ken and Barbie Plenty Hor ses, 
member s of the fabled 'Flath ead Tribe' , as the text in the drawing indicates, 
prompt associations wi th other well-known and conventional consumer 
s tere otypes . 

811ffalo,1992, dip tych: oil, collage and mixed media on canvas, 168 x 244 cm. 
Co llection: Eleanor and Len Flomenhaft. Photo courtesy Stcinbaum Krauss Gallery. 

5 Vecscy, ibid, p 23. 

6 Rayna Green, 'P laying 
Indian: an American 
Obsession' (lecture 
delivered at UCLA, May 4, 
1987), quoted in Kenneth 
Lincoln, !ndi'n Humor: 
Bicultural Play in Native 
America,Oxford 
University Press, New 
York and Oxford , 1993, 
p 90. 

7 Linco ln, ibid , p 89. 

This dra wing demonstrates the fruitful reciproci ty of Smith's effort s as 
activist and artist, efforts tha t intensified w ith the advent of th e so-called 
Columbian Quincentenary. She particip a ted in numerous gro up and solo 
exhibitions organi sed all over th e United States to prot es t this Quincentenary 
and to prov ide a forum for Nati ve American self-expression. Her work was 
includ ed in, among many others, the impor tan t exhi bition s 'Fo r the Seven th 
Gene ra tion: Na tive Americans Counter the Quincentenary' (Columbu s, New 
York, 1993); 'Deco loni zing the Mind' (Cent er on Con temp orar y Art, Seattle, 
1992); 'Co unter -Colon -ialismo ' (Centro Cultural de la Raza, San Diego, 1992); 
and 'Wit hou t Boun daries : Contemporary Native American Art' (Jan Cicero 
Gallery, Chicago, 1991 ). She has also cura ted some of the most important 
exhibi tions of contemporary Native American art in the United States , 
including 'We, the Human Beings', 'Our Land /Ou rselves: American Indian 
Contemp orary Artists', and 'The Sub mulo c Show/Columbus Wohs'. Smith 
hold s an honorary doctorate from the Minneapolis College of Art and Design, 
and has served on the boards of the College Art Association (New York), the 
Institute of Amer ican Indian Art (Santa Fe, New Mexico), American Indian 
Contemp orary Arts (San Franc isco), and ATLATL (Santa Fe). She ha s lectur ed 
widely, not ju st abou t Native American art, but abou t the critica l sociopo liti cal 
circums tan ces that face many Na tive American commu niti es: issues related to 
health, the environment, and Na tive American sovereignty and civil rights. In 
response to the Columbian Quincentenary, she also comp leted a series of large
sca le multi-media paintings on canvas. This series includes pain tings like Go 
West Young Man, Target, Buffalo, Trade: Gifts for Trading Land with White People, 
and The Red Mean: A Self-Portrait. The ser ies was firs t exhibited in 1992 at the 
Bernice Stei nbaum Gallery in New York as 'The Quincentenary Non
Celebratio n', and tra ve lled in 1993 as part of an exhibit ion organ ised by and 
orig inating at The Chrysler Museum , in Norfo lk, Virginia. Some of the wor ks 
from the series are cu rrent ly on view in a travelling retrospecti ve of Smith's 
work that is entitled 'Subversions/ Affirmation s: Jaune Quick-to-See Smit h, a 
Survey '. The series has met with much crit ical acclaim , and enjoyed consid
erab le pop ular ity w ith collectors: all but a few of this series have sold . 

The paintings in this ser ies employ numerous kinds of imagery from an 
ab und ance of sources and in a var iety of assoc ia tions: high, mass, consumer, 
pop ul ar, national , mainstream a nd vernacular cu ltur es, avant-garde 
(modernist) imagery and so -ca lled Indi an imag ery in the form of found objects, 
photographs, scien tific illu strations, fabric swa tches , bumper stickers, maps, 
cartoon image ry, advert iseme nt s, ne wspaper cut- out s and visual quotations of 
her own work, to name some. In a sim ilar fashio n, many of the wor ks in th is 
series juxtapose the stereoty pical consumer commodification of Native 
American cu lture s with visua l remi nd ers of colon isation's legacies: these are 
reminders of the de ep ly in jur iou s but sur rep titi ous sociocu ltur al dynamics that 
make consumer commodi fications of Native Amer ican cultur es profitable. 
When Smi th puts mass-produced consumer imagery into her wo rk, she calls 
in to question the racialist ste reot ypi ng of Native American cultures in the 
Un ited States, as a bystander might eas ily notice. But she also enacts a trickier 
dynamic, what Rayna Green has termed "p layi ng Indian " .6 Inspired by Gree n's 
descriptive labe l, Ken neth Lincoln has wri tten, " It is info rm ative to look at 
Indians watchi ng non- Indi ans watch Indians. The comi c lens warps both ways, 
as we see our selves framed in seei ng 'o thers'." ' Smith 's ap propr ia tion of mass
pro duced commercial imagery seems compatible with the comp lex dynamic of 
'p laying Indian '. Smith 's work qu estions, among many other thin gs, the 
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estranged position that Native American women face as authors in the eyes of 
the mainstream. For a long time, Native American women have been viewed 
primarily as stereotypically earthly and maternally creative subordinates to an 
assertive masculine ingenuity. 

Smith's appropriation of mass-produced commercia l imagery also brings 
forth the unfortunately restrictive and sometimes inadvertent tendency on the 
part of some audiences to evaluate contemporary Native American arts merely 
as straightforward illustrations of a singular Native American identity. In part, 
the cynical reproach levelled by some conservative audiences - that artists like 
Smith are in fact just 'playing Indian' - fosters her estrangement. In their eyes, 
her proactive approach to artmaking looks dishonest, like commodification, co
optation and self-promotion. In short, like an exploitative 'affirmation-action' 
style manipulation of the art market . "In more and more exhibitions, 
publications, symposia and other public events", wrote Hilton Kramer in 1984, 
"we are once again being exhorted to abandon artistic criteria and aesthetic 
considerations in favor of ideological tests that would, if acceded to reduce the 
whole notion of art to little more than a facile preprogrammed exercise in 
political propaganda ."• To conservative audiences a la Hilton Kramer, the 
success of marginal artists depends not on any supposedly uni versal 
determinants of inherent artistic quality, but merely upon the fact of ethnicity, 
gender, sexuality. This conservative view attempts to deny authenticity to the 
artist, who in their eyes is marginal only in a social , cultural and political sense , 
but not in the heroic avant -garde groovy-simmering-subcul ture-waiting-to-be
discovered sense. In this last sense, art is supposedly produced in high-minded 
disregard for the art market's monetary influenc e . 

Based on comments that I have heard made by well -known Native 
American critics, some Native American audiences, Jaune Quick- to-See Smith 
represents someone who is a little less than authentic because her identity
politics-based art perhaps gets a little too much attention from her white 
audiences - at the expense of many other kinds of Native American art. Most 
peopl e who have considered contemporary Native American art have heard of 
Jaune Quick -to-See Smith. So for this Native American audience , Smith ha s 
been too successful, and her success is due to her easy assimilation by 
audiences trained in western conventions of representation. In some ways , it's 
an old argument: it's not authentic because it's produced for a white audience. 
In other ways it comes dangerously close to the conservative view I d escribed 
above. One more criticism that these Native American critics make is that as a 
discursive ar ena, so-called ' identity politics' represents a slickly holographic 
form of colonialism , a hypnotic and exhau sting flickering back-and-forth 
between the languages of science and reason and the prurient objectification 
and decimation of native cultures that those languages disguise. Once again 
Smith's audience inauthenticates her for 'playing Indian', although in thi s case 
maybe they 're just responding to some of the patronising criticism written 
about Smi th and artists like her by her so-called progressive audiences . 

Literature of the patronising persuasion unfortunately plays an important 
part in the discussions about Native American ar t. We ' ve all seen those big 
shiny expensive book s about OUR CULTURAL HERITAGE. Progressive 
audiences of contemporary Native American art often make the narrow and 
essentialising and literal association of identity politics and contemporary art 
practices with 'tradition' and 'history ' . I think that this association inadver
tently produces the assumption that Native American identity politics and the 
colonisation of Native peop les occurred in the past. Progr essive audiences 
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frequently hold contemporary Native American arts hostage with the sing le 
question tha t they ask of it, which is how is it Native American? In this situation, 
contemporary Native art do es not enjoy the fruits of the persist ent and multidi
m ens ional questions brought to bear on mainstream art. The difficult question 
here is how can we address the actually important plac e of tradition and 
history in contemporary Native American art without making Native 
American art s and identities in to arcadian subjects; without romantici s ing 
contemporary Native American arts and identities as inherently tran sg ressive 
(tricksterish): and without stopping our questions, as some audiences do after 
blood ties to 'tradition' and 'history' hav e been identified? 

Smith has often s tated that she int ends her work to act as a brid ge between 
cultures. Tracing her complicated artistic modalitie s to mod ern ist, post
modernist and Native American sources, critical responses to her wor k begin 
to suggest the complexity with which it imbri cate s Euro - and Native American 
cultures. For example, Ann N ash wrote that: 

Jaune Quick-to-See Smit h 's work include s hum or, political commentary on race, 
sex, the government, tribal poli tics, and the envi ronm en t ... Jaune's wor k can be 
traced to a speci fic American Indian vehicle for visua l exp ression and storytelling 
including ledger drawings and parflec hes (raw hid e sui tcases ), as we ll as to the 
dripped de Koen ing and Rober t Rauschenberg. This stylistic mixing up, borrowing, 
and trading is characteristic of Native American traditions and is evidenced in images and 
symbols that travelled up and down the North and South American con/inenls prior to 
con/act.' [my emphasis] 

In regard to the series that includes the paintings Trade and The Red Mean, one 
criti c wrote that "eclec ticism and irony are the order of the day , the 
unmistak able tools of the pos t-Moderni st, and also age-old hallmarks of 
traditional Native American art". "' Anoth er wrote that "if Jaun e Qui ck-to-See 
Smith is not hers elf a 'shape-shifter', her collage/ assemb lages first hid e then 
re veal th eir truths like the best of tho se sly tricksters." 11 

In its concentrati on upon the conce ptual genea logy of this body of work by 
Smith, critici sm lik e thi s repro duc es Vizenor' s 'st ru ctur al binar y'. It 
di sconne cts the modern or the postmodern from the Native Ame rican. Another 
outcome of this kind of criticism is its delivera nce of Smith to a strange an d yet 
familiar position as an ever-elusive, exotic and exiled object of desire, her 
doubl y marginal Oth ern ess reinforced by the racialist separation of the Native 
American from the (po st)mod ern . 

The works in the serie s includ e a visually overw helmin g plethora of 
materials , and ye t at th e same tim e see m dire ctly confront ational. For example 
Trade: Gifts for Trading Land With White People, is a work mad e up of three 
att ached canvases, over which is stretched a chain holding a variety of found 
objects that dangl e below the work' s top edge: " ... with a Coyote sense of 
humor, or a trick ster's humor , I hung thing s on the line tha t white p eopl e buy 
at sport s arenas" , Smith ha s stated .12 These objects include a garis hly dyed fake 
headd ress for kids who wan t to play Indian , baseball caps, beaded belt s, pla stic 
tomah aw ks, team penants and bump er stickers. For Smith, there's a story 
b ehind this line, a stor y about the way tha t colonist s used to lure na tive people 
from the woods and trad e those trinkets for the land wh ere people lived . In 
turn , Smith offers the souven irs to white people in exchange for land. A 
bargain . Same old d ea l, Smith said, but with a "coyo te ba cktwist " .13 

Embedded in the dripped and smeared paint and the profusion of collage 
element s, the bare-bon es outline of a canoe is a ubiquitous iconic image easily 

Go West Young Man, 1993, oil and mixed media on canva s, 152 x 254 cm. 
Private collection. Phot o courtesy Steinbaum Krauss Gallery. 

Trade (gifts for trading land with white people), 1992, trip tych: oil, collage and mixed med ia on canvas with objects, 152 x 432 cm. 
Collection: Chrysler Museu m, Norfo lk, Virginia. Photo courtesy Steinbaum Krauss Gallery. 
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identified as 'Indian' by non-Indians. So, the image of a canoe is a perfect 
example of an image that becomes easily digestible as a stereotype, but then is 
passed over. I think, though, that the canoe, like the iconic images contained in 
other works that belong to this series, plays a much greater part in this image 
than that: the canoe - like the buffalo and the horse - in a sense symbolically 
represents the larger construct of the entire work of art, and represents Smith's 
activities as the author of this series. Apparently, the canoe represents a white 
parody of Native American cultures - but it is itself represented in a parodic 
manner. As a whole, the painting Trade makes a pastiche of parodic represen
tational modes, like that of Robert Rauschenberg, but more especially, of Jasper 
Johns. Johns and Rauschenberg elaborately parodied the doctrinaire, serious 
and overtly masculinist modernist paradigms of Abstract Expressionism, as 
Johns' Painting With Two Balls may point out. Throughout Trade, the collage 
elements, brushstrokes, drips and smears call attention to their own 
independent viability, and therefore to the objecthood of the canvas. Yet these 
representational elements seem only loosely hinged to the canvases that 
support them. They seem faded and washed out and detached. The modernist 
language that forms this work is as stereotypical as the Indian imagery inserted 
in it. 

In a similar way, another painting from the series, entitled Co West Young 
Man, parodies the romantic frontier myth of fortune seeking. It juxtaposes this 
myth with allusions to the commercial tourist enterprise of the southwest 
United States. The work's title abruptly contrasts with its strident Santa Fe
rococo palette, and with the cartoon-like representations of an Indian horse and 
an Indian holding a tomahawk. And it includes collage elements from 
advertising and comic str ips. As with Trade, the stereotypically modernist 
painterly facture that builds Go West Young Man appears disconnected with the 
canvas. In Go West Young Man, as in Trade, parodic representation of Native 
American cu ltures, and parodic representations of modernist style, drift 
together uncomfortably. 

Smith's own position in rela tion to the stereotypes and parodic image s that 
she deploy s is a complicated one. A third work from the series perhaps best 
embodies the nature of this complication. It is entitled The Red Mean: A Self
Portrait. In part, the complication relates to Coyote, the figure that Smith 
mentioned in her charcterisation of Trade; "same old deal but with a Coyote 
backtwist". Jean Fisher has written that the figure of Coyote "has emerged as 
symbolic of Indian relations with dominant culture". 14 The figure of Coyote has 
also become important in much of Smith's recent work, including the painting 
The Red Mean. 

The Red Mean produces subtle relationships between , among other things, 
pr esence and absence, the natural and the cultural, power and language, 
between ideas of nation and su bject, between irony and undissembling 
appropriation, between the commodified and the transcendental, between 
stereotype and authenticity. Like the other two paintings discussed above, it 
includes verifiable elements from the 'real' world: newspaper clippings, the 
scratchily traced outline of th e art ist' s own body, mass -produced illustration s 
and stencilled numbers . Even the paint is 'real' for as it drips down the large 
canvas, it seems to index the artist's creative process, and therefore the 
teleology of the work's development. But, as with the other two paintings , 
these very elements also serve to deflate the overwhelming sense of authen
ticity produced by The Red Mean. 

Unlike the other two paintings, The Red Mean includes, in the abundance of 
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its collage elements, no mass-produced consumer imagery and no overtly 
stereotypical imagery: no comic strips, no bumper stickers, no Washington 
Redskins baseball caps. Instead, its canvas is covered with pages taken from 
Char-Koosta News, the weekly newspaper that represents the Confederated 
Salish and Kootenai Reservation . Small er collage elements, like cut-out letters, 
or imag es taken, for example, from Newsweek magazine, also appear. Instead of 
the parodic canoe or horse that appeared in Trade and Go West Young Man, the 
sketchy black outline of Smith's own body, drawn out in imitation of the form 
of Leonardo da Vinci's The Golden Mean, unites the two canvases that make up 
the work. Superimposed over the forms of Smith's body, a large red medicine 
wheel, arranged in a kind of backtwi st, draws the viewer's eye to what wou ld 
seem to be the centre of the canvas. (The actual centre of the canvas lies 
somewhat below the seam between the two works because the top canvas is 
slightl y smaller than the bottom). 

The work's title immediately indicates that The Red Mean involves self
portraiture, a system of representation that itself encourages any number of 
literal explanations. In the case of The Red Mean, the temptation to read this 
painting particularly and literally seems magnified by the variety of its 
references to Smith's actual physical presence: the brushstroke, the outline of 
her bod y (which an assistant traced while she actually lay on the canvas and 
newspaper), and cer tain textual references contained in the collage elements. I 
will discuss these tex tual references in a moment. In The Red Mean, Smith has 
introduced not a racialist and stereotypical icon that represents Native 
American cultures to non-Native Americans, but has instead conflated an 
outline specifically of her own racially and sexually marginalised Native 
American female body with that prototypical and stereotypical icon of perfect 
human proportions so fundamental to patriarchal western culture, the 
Vitruvian Man. 

Superimposed over her form, the backtwisted medicine wheel ideally 
replaces the universal forms of the circle and square. In symbolic unity with her 
body, this medicine wheel suggest s a comparably powerful, and essentially 
gynoce ntric , cosmological and secular harmony . The cent re of the medicine 
wheel meets Smith's midsection at the illusory centre of The Red Mean, where 
the two canvas es meet; like Smith's powerful gynocentric cosmological order, 
the perceptible slit that runs between her two canvases perhaps suggests an 
alternatively powerful and gynocentric signifying order in a masculinist avant
garde con text: a painting without two balls. 

Or maybe it's just that there's nothin g there ... 
The actual centre of the paintin g occurs somewhat below this illusory point 

of origin, below her midsection, right over her painted crotch. It is in this 
supposedly irreducibly essential female place that Smit h most trenchantly 
extends her subversion of patriarchal western institutions from metaphors of 
the cosmological and the cu ltur al tu those of the na tional and the political. Over 
her crotch she has wryly placed what is to my eye the most insurgent and 
suggestive bit of collage text in the entire painting. It is also the most darkly 
humorou s: 'Bush administration asserts power to declare tribes extinct.' 
Immediately to the left of this, an additional collage piece hangs like an ovary 
and reads simply 'fe male trib a l member' - and to the right: 'call of the 
wilderness'. Over her breasts, a brigh t red, white and blue collage swathe read s 
MADE IN THE USA. 

The multiplicity of its conceptions of production and crea tion, and even 
nation , amplifies The Red Mean's humorous and appropriative manifesto of the 
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The Red Mean: Self Portrait, 1992, diptych: oil, collage and mixed media on canvas, 229 x 152 cm. 
Collection: Smith College Museum of Art. Photo courtesy Steinbaum Krauss Gallery. 

essential, natural and biological performance of female reproduction. Smeared 
over the breast area within her body's outline, MADE IN THE USA itself 
registers many things. On the most obvious level, MADE IN THE USA reverses 
the traditional senses of pride in one's metier and in a job well done. The loud 
pronouncement MADE IN THE USA foregrounds the often grim repercussions 
from the Salish and Kootenai Reservation contained in Char-Koosta News, 
illnesses of this Native American body politic. This national newspaper 
contains journalism about crime, alcoholism, AIDS, the 'misunderstood 
doctrine' of Indian sovereignty. A much-delayed Three Dog Night concert. The 
USA made this , is it proud? In a vulgar sense, it also registers the catastrophic 
and unscrupulous United States governmental relations with Native American 
communities MADE, or FUCKED OVER in the USA. 

The import of The Red Mean: A Self-Portrait is complicated and at times slyly 
and darkly humorous. The painting seems to conflate seemingly essential 
female modes of reproduction with conventionally transgressive and 
masculinist modern and postmodern representational systems. However, in 
addition to its teasing and tricky nature, The Red Mean offers a quite direct 
message. You can read it in the newspaper. Like Coyote, Jaune Quick-to-See 
Smith has turned on the light. It is up to you to see the power and inescapa
bility of what she has brought to light. Unlike the world made by Coyote, it's 
MADE IN THE USA. 

But that is not all. Pasted above this slogan, some crooked cut-out letters 
read like a ransom for a kidnapped culture: 'Coyote Made Me Do It.' 

I would like to thank Rayna Green, Mary Miller, Bridget Goodbody, Jean Givens, 
Bernice Steinbaum and Joanne Isaac for reading various drafts of this essay. 
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